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1SOME ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION
I. HISTORICAL.
Outline.
Development of the idea of electric traction -
Application to street railways and elevated roads.
Present status of trunk line electric traction in the United
States:
1) On the N. Y. N. H. & H.
2) On the N. Y. C. & H. R.
(3) On the Pa. R. R.
(4) On the N. & W.
5 On the C. M. & St. P.
(6) On other steam roads.
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The idea of electric traction is not new. The first
steam locomotive to turn a wheel on American soil wn 8 the "Stour-
bridge Lion" which made its initial trip on the rails of the Car-
bondale and Honesdale road in 1829. We know that in 1835, just
six years later, Mr. Thomas davenport in Brandon, Vermont, made one
hundred or more models of electric: railway motor cars and obtained
patents on them. In one of the patents was mentioned "the produc-
tion of rotary motion by repeated changes of magnet poles". There
was also mention of a motor part which corresponded to our present
day commutator. The electric transmission was by means of a third
rail and track return circuits. Batteries were used to supply the
current. 1 ^'
In 1842 a man named Davidson built a. seven ton, two axle
car for the Edinburg-Glasgow Railroad. This car was also operated
by electromagnetic action. An iron-zinc-sulphuric acid battery was
p
used, and a maximum speed of four miles per hour was attained. 2
All early experimenters used current from primary bat-
teries. It was obviously impossible to expect electric traction
to make any great advance until higher voltages could be obtained
than were possible by the use of batteries. It was not until 1867
that Moses G. Farmer used an electric generator or dynamo to sup-
ply current for the motors. 3 3 *
In 1879 Siemens and Halske exhibited a miniature loco-
motive and three cars at the Berlin Exposition. Power from a dyn-
1 1 ' Burch, E.P. Electric Traction for Railway Trains (1911) p. 2.
see also Elec. Forld, October 6,1910.
2 2# ibid. see also aspinwall, to Institution of Mechanical
„ Engineering, 1910.
3 d * ibid. p. 3.
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arao at 160 volts was used In a three horse power motor. The demon-
stration was repeated at Brussels, Dusseldorf, and Frankfort. 1 4 *
The first electric railway for commercial use was built
by Siemens and Halske near Berlin in 1881. This line has been im-
proved from time to time and is still in use as a 600 volt trolley
line. 2 5 *
The next electric railway for public use was built in
Ireland in 1883. This line was named the Portrush and Bushmills
Railroad. 3 6 -
The first commercial line in the United States was built
by Mr. E. M. Bentley and Mr. Walter H. Knight in Cleveland, Ohio,
in the year 1884. The line was two miles long, and on it were run
perhaps the first cars to be driven by a series motor under the car
floor. 4 7 -
The first practical electric street railway was built in
1887-88 by the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company for an
eleven mile railway with ten percent grades in Richmond, Virginia.
Central station energy was used from an overhead trolley. Each car
was propelled by two, seven-horse power series motors. 5 ®*
From this time on, development was very rapid. By 1890,
the Sprague electric railways had developed until there were eighty
nine roads in the United States with about 2080 motor cars. 6 9>
It is interesting to note that electric traction was
developed primarily for street railways, while steam traction was
4 J Burch, Electric Traction for Railway Trains, p. 3,
5 ~ ibid, see also St. Ry. Journ.
,
Oct. 8, 1904., p. 535
6 3 prof, G. Kapp in Bui. Internat'l Ry. Cong., May 1914.
7 4 Burch, Electric Traction for Ry. Trains, p. 4.. also Bentley,
Electric World, March 5, 1904.
8 5 ibid. p. 8, see also Sprague in Trans. Int. El. Cong. St.
Louis 1904.
9 6 ibid. p. 9.
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being developed for trunk line service. The advantages of electric
traction over steam traction, which will be noted later, are just
such as to make the former especially suitable for city service. On
the other hand, the development of the steam locomotive was much
more rapid than the development of the electric motor.
Elevated roads which had been operated by steam were not
slow to realize the advantages of electric power. Lower shearing
and deflecting strains on the structure, and the absence of vibra-
tion, due to reciprocating engine parts are also advantages of elec-
tric traction on elevated roads. Prior to 1890 electric locomotives
had been tried on elevated lines, but rapid progress in the substi-
tution of electricity for steam did not take place until the inven-
tion of the multiple unit control system, which will be described
later. 1 10 -
In 1893 the Liverpool Overhead Railway in England adopted
electricity as a motive power. The same year at the Worlds Fair in
Chicago, Illinois, there was an exhibition, Intramural Elevated
Railroad, six miles long, on which fifteen four-car trains were op-
erated. This road was the first to use the third rail for practical
commercial purposes. Two years later the Metropolitan Y/est Side
Elevated in Chicago, changed its motive power from steam to electri-
city. The Chicago and Oak Park followed one year later, and the
South Side Elevated road changed from steam to electricity in 1898.
The Manhattan Elevated railway in New York City was slow to change
from steam, for this road did not electrify until 1902. 2 11 *
It is scarcely proper to leave this brief history of the
early development of electric traction, without some mention of the
10 ^-'Burch, Electric Traction for Ry. Trains, p 25.
11 2 -ibid.
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early development of the electric locomotive as a motive power unit.
In a sense, any car equipped with motors^ becomes a locomotive, but
when an electric locomotive is referred to, one should understand
that the motor unit mentioned is built for the purpose of hauling
cars, and not for the purpose of carrying freight or passengers in
itself.
As early as 1880@ Thomas A. Edison was intereeted in the
development of an electric locomotive. He made experiments at Menlo
Park@ using power from a dynamo. 1
In 1882, the Northern Pacific Railroad contracted for a
freight locomotive to be used in the Dakotas. The contrivance con-
tained a series, belted, ten hor6e power motor, and hauled three
cars. Power was transmitted thru two track rails. 2 13.
A man named Daft designed a successful standard gage
electric locomotive in 1883. It contained a double belted, fifteen
horse power motor and received its current from a third rail. The
device was used on a twelve mile track, known as the Saratoga, Mt.
McGregor, and Lake George Railroad. 3 14 •
The first electric locomotive to approach present day
design^ was a thirty ton, four wheeled, freight locomotive, built
by the General Electric Company in 1893. This locomotive was of
240 horse power, and exerted a drawbar pull of 6000 pounds at a
speed of thirty miles per hour. 4 15
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to trace the de-
velopment of electric traction thru all its vicissitudes on street,
interurban, and trunk line railways. Electric traction is now an
12 \ Burch, Electric Traction for Ry. Trains, p. 40
13 % ibid. p. 40.
14 \ ibid.
15 ibid. p. 43.
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admitted necessity on city streets and interurban lines, but there
is still much question as to the economic advantages of trunk line
railway electrification. It is the purpose of this thesis to show
why this question has arisen and to analyse some of the advantages
of electric versus steam operation for trunk lines. At the present
time (May 1915), there are no working examples of electrification
over several engine divisions which can be said to be comparable to
those of the average trunk line. The electrified New Haven road is
comparable in its operation, but this line is not of sufficient
length to permit an accurate comparison of its operating costs, with
those of steam roads five hundred miles long. Any comparison be-
tween the operating economies of these average steam operated trunk
lines and those economies of the present electrified lines will
therefore be very difficult and uncertain. However, any comparisons
or conclusions which can be drawn, will be better than none. There
are a number of electrifications which more or less nearly approach
the standard. Before proceeding further, it will be necessary to
examine the present status of electric traction on these lines.
THE NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN AND HARTFORD ELECTRIFICATION 1 16 "
The New Haven road now has an electrified, four track
route of seventy- three miles, extending from the Grand Central Ter-
minal in New York City to New Haven, Connecticut. Mr. Murray, Con-
sulting Electrical Engineer for this road, said that the first elec-
trically operated passenger train passed over the full length of
this route in June 1914. In addition to this mileage, there is an
electrified, six mile branch line to New Canaan, and there are 184
miles in yards and sidings, making in all about 500 miles of oingle-
16 l ' W. S. Murray, in the Proceedings, N. Y. By. Club, Vol. 21.
also in the Ry. Age Gazette, March 17, 1915.

single track. The first twelve miles of the route are over the
tracks of the New York Central, and during this part of the run, the
direct current of the latter road is used. The remainder of the
electrified zone is equipped with single phase alternating current
at 11,000 volts from an over-head trolley wire. Ordinarily the
same motors will not operate on tooth direct and alternating current,
tout there is a type of motor which will. However, the control of
this type of a.c.-d.c. motor is very complicated. In an alternating
current system, such as this, there is no need for sutostations, tout
each locomotive must carry its own transformer.
Mr. Murray says concerning the passenger service on the
New Haven, H 0f 1he 210 trains per day, 114 are hauled toy electric
locomotives, multiple-unit equipment toeing used on the remaining 96
trains. There are 48 a.c.-d.c. locomotives used in the passenger
service. The multiple unit equipment at the present time, comprises
four a. c. motor cars, 21 a.c.-d.c. motor cars, and 46 trailers." 1 ^
He states further that the electric train miles per day
average 6,600, and that 1,400 of these are made toy the multiple-unit
equipment. The average passenger locomotive mileage per day is 8^200,
and it is not uncommon for one locomotive to make 450 to 500 miles
in one day. These locomotives were designed to haul trains of 200
to 800 tons weight, at speeds ranging from 45 to 55 miles per hour.
The road owns 36 a.c. freight locomotives of IflOO horse
power, capatole of hauling 1500 tons at 35 miles per hour. For high-
er tonnages, two or more locomotives are used.
17 1 - W. S. Murray in Railway Age Gazette, April 30, 1915. p. 923
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THE NEW YORK CENTRAL ELECTRIFICATION 1 18 *
The Hew York Central and Hudson River Railroad has not
added any mileage to its electrified zone for several years, but it
has been purchasing new equipment, and otherwise improving the ser-
vice. The electrification extends from the Grand Central Station
over the Harlem division to North White Plains, a distance of twenty-
four miles, and on the Hudson or main division to Croton, a distance
of thirty-four miles. The Harmon yard contains ten and one half
miles of track, and the Croton yard two and one half miles. Croton
is the present contemplated terminus of the electric division. The
total miles of single track are two hundred thirty-three. This in-
stallation is a system using direct current at 600 volts from sub-
stations in a third rail for distribution to the locomotives. The
New York Central locomotives are of the d. c. type, with armatures
which are permanently a part of the driving axles. This construc-
tion gives entire absence of reciprocating parts and lost motion due
to connecting rods. The operation is very smooth and easy. The
center of gravity must necessarily be low, and this fact, according
to some authorities, is an indication of poor design. The New York
Central people do not seem to think so. The latest passenger loco-
motives purchased by this road are capable of drawing a 1200-ton
train at a speed of 60 miles per hour. They have a total one hour
rating of
2J540
horse power, and weigh 132 tons, all of which is on
the drivers. The new multiple-unit motor cars are all-steel, sixty
feet long, and weigh 57 tons. They have a seating capacity of sixty-
four passengers. Each car is propelled by two motors of 200 horse
power each, and the trains attain a speed of 54 miles per hour.
18 A * E.B.Katte, Chief Eng. Electric Traction , in *h-*h Ry. Age.
Gaz ette, March 17, 1915.
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THE FMNS7LYAKIA RAILROAD ELECTRIFICATION
There are four separate and distinct parts of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad System (if we include the Long Island Railroad
which is controlled) that are operated electrically. These install-
ations will be described separately.
THE NEV/ YORK CITY TERMINAL 1 19 •
The terminal electrification extends from the point of
transfer on the New Jersey Meadows (near Newark) under North River,
to the station on Manhattan Island. The lineal distance is nine
miles including six and one half miles of level line, and two and
one half miles of tunnel section over heavy grades into the station
yard. From the station there is another four mile run under East
River to the car storage yard in Long Island City, known as the
Sunnyside Switching Yard. The system is direct current at 600 volts
through a third rail.
The locomotives used are exceptionally powerful, and ac-
cording to Mr. George Gibbs, Consulting Electrical Engineer for the
road, they surpass in starting and running power capabilities, any
single steam locomotives used on the road for passenger service.
They are of the articulated type, with a total weight on the drivers
of 195,000 pounds, a maximum tractive power of 60,000 pounds, and a
maximum speed of sixty miles per hour. Trains of 650 tons have been
started and accelerated on a two percent grade. The center of grav-
ity is high in these locomotives, and reciprocating parts are re-
tained as in the steam locomotives. This design is directly in con-
trast with that of the New York Central.
19 1 - George Gibbs, Proceedings, N. Y. Ry. Club, Vol. 22. p. 2734.
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THE LONG ISLAND RAILROAD
This i9 a controlled system having sixty-two route miles
or a total of 164 track miles electrified. The service is designed
to meet the demands of a high grade passenger and freight traffic
of great density, and for this reason, multiple-unit control motor
cars are used. Direct current is distributed through a third rail.
THE PHILADELPHIA SUBURBAN SERVICE 1 20
The electrification of the Broad Street-Paoli suburban
service in Philadelphia is one of the latest electrifications. This
installation consists of twenty miles of four track route. It is
notable for two facts: (l) the service is purely suburban; i.e., no
through trains are hauled by electric locomotives over these tracks;
(2) the system installed is single phase alternating current at
11,000 volts. It is remarkable that a road should install direct
current in three of its electrifications, and choose alternating cur
rent for the fourth. The fact that the Pennsylvania road is willing
to adopt both d. c. and a.c. systems on different parts of its elec-
trification, proves that there are people who think that neither
system is at present absolutely suitable for all conditions. How-
ever, since we are not examining this problem from an engineering,
but from an economic standpoint, it will be impossible to go into
the technical problems to be solved in each particular case by an
engineer.
Mr. Gibbs stated that the road does not expect to save
money in operating expense by electrifying this service. He thinks
that the investment will merely carry its interest charges. The ob-
ject is to relieve traffic congestion in the Broad Street Station.
20 1 - Geo. Gibbs, Proceedings, N. Y. Ry. Club, Vol. 24. (Mar. 1914)
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THE WEST JERSEY AN]) SEASHORE RAILROAD 1 21 •
Thia extensive protected third rail line, consisting of
sixty-five miles of double track between Camden and Atlantic City,
New Jersey, was installed in 1907 for passenger service, comparable
with that in ordinary steam road practice. There is also a ten mile
branch line from Newfield to Millville, making a total length of
single track including sidings of 150 miles. Direct current at 675
volts is used.
THE NORFOLK AND WESTERN ELECTRIFICATION 2 22 •
The installations previously mentioned are all more or
less of a terminal or suburban nature. The Norfolk and Western
electrification is important^ merely because it has been recently
installed under entirely different conditions no less favorable to
electric traction. The section electrified is a twenty-seven mile
stretch between Bluefield on the eastern, and Eckman on the western
slope of the Alleghany Mountains. At the summit of the section is
the Elkhorn Tunnel, which is 4,000 feet long, and single tracked.
The road found it necessary to double track or electrify, because of
traffic congestion. The revenue tonnage pays the interest and de-
preciation charges, and leaves a substantial surplus on the in-
creased investment.
The system is a notable departure from other systems in
the United States. It is a combination of single phase and three
phase alternating current. The single phase current is taken from
a single trolley wire and changed into three phase current in a
three phase converter. This current is then used by the three phase
21 Burch, Electric Traction for Ry. Trains, p. 27; also Wood,
2 Proceedings, A.I.E.E. Aug. 1911, p. 1759.
22 Gibbs, Proceedings, N.Y.Ry. Club, Mar. 1914, also Ry.Age Gazette,
March 17. 1915.
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motors driving the locomotive. The single trolley wire of the
single phase system is a great advantage in crowded yards, and the
three phase motor is especially suitable for mountain grade work
where variation of speed is not needed, and the possibility of re-
generative braking assumes importance.
THE CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE AND ST. PAUL ELECTRIFICATION 1 23
The St. Paul electrification on its Puget Sound lines is
the latest, most extensive and pretentious attempt to use electric
traction on a trunk line that has ever been undertaken. Contract
has just been let for the electrification of the first of four en-
gine divisions. The total distance covered by the four divisions
is 440 miles from Harlowtown, Monta.na, to Avery, Idaho, and con-
tains about 650 miles of track. The first division on which work
has already started, is 113 miles long. It is understood that if
the results obtained from the initial electrification are satisfac-
tory, the system will be extended from Harlowtov/n to the coast.
Such an extension would add 850 miles more to the electrified zone.
There are two important facts to be noted in connection
with this project: (l) it is the first attempt to electrify several
engine divisions under conditions such that a true comparison can
be made between the operating expenses under steam and under elec-
tric traction; (2) it is the first electrification to be undertaken
purposely on economic grounds; viz. , to utilize the saving in oper-
ating expenses, due to a substitution of electric for steam power.
The power will be purchased by contract from the Montana
Power Company. This contract provides that the four engine divi-
sious shall be in operation by January 1, 1918. The same power
23 1 See editorial in Ry. Age Gazette, Dec. 18, 1914, also C.A.Good-
now in the same paper, March 17, 1915.
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company will construct the transmission and trolley lines. In the
substations, three phase alternating current at 100,000 volts and
60 cycles will be converted to direct current at 3,000 volts for use
on the locomotives.
These locomotives are to be of the articulated type, with
eight power axles, and are the first locomotives to be made for use
with direct current at as high a voltage as three thousand. They
will weigh approximately 260 tons, and will have a continuous capa-
city, greater than that of any steam or electric locomotive yet con-
structed. It is planned to use power regeneration for braking on
the down grade. The electric braking capacity is calculated to be
sufficient to hold the entire train on down grade, so that it will
be necessary to use the air brakes only in case of emergency. The
initial contract calls for nine freight and three passenger locomo-
tives, the latter to have a gear ratio which will permit 800 ton
passenger trains to be hauled at a speed of 60 miles per hour. Each
motor will have a one hour rating of 430 horse power, and a continu-
ous rating of 375 horse power. Since there are to be eight motors
on each locomotive, each motive power unit will have a one hour rat-
ing of 3,440 horse power, and a continuous rating of 3,000 horse
power. The drawbar pull at start will be about 120,000 pounds.
Grades over the division range from 0.3 to 2.0 percent.
One freight locomotive will haul a 2,500 ton train on all grades as
high as one percent at sixteen miles per hour. A second locomotive
will be added for use on grades from 1.0 to 2.0 percent.
ELECTRIFICATION ON OTHER STEAM ROADS IN THE UNITED STATES.
The Butte Anaconda and Pacific Electrification.! 24
24 A, Cox, J.B. , in Ry.Age Gazette, Dec. 25,1914. (Vol.57 , No. 26)

,—,
_ 14
_
This road has tracks from Butte, Montana to Anaconda, a
distance of 25.7 miles, and has been in operation one year. The ton-
nage is ore which is hauled from the mines at Butte to the smelter
at Anaconda. Seventeen 80 ton electric locomotives were purchased,
of which the freight units have a continuous tractive effort of
25,000 pounds at fifteen miles per hour, and a maximum tractive ef-
fort of 48,000 pounds for five minute intervale.
The equipment replaced by the electric locomotives con-
sisted of 163 ton Mastodon steam locomotives which hauled sixteen
50 ton cars of ore seven miles up a 1.1 percent grade in forty-five
minuts, making six round trips per shift. The double unit electric
locoraitives do the same work in twenty- two minuts, making eight
trips per shift. The load has been increased to twenty-five cars,
which are hauled up the grade in twenty- six minutes. As high as
seventy-six loaded freight cars have been taken in a single train
over twenty miles of the line, at an average speed of about thir-
teen miles per hour.
The power used is 2,400 volt direct current from substa-
tions. The success of this high voltage direct current installa-
tion has influenced the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul road to
adopt 3,000 volts d. c. for its extensive plans. The Butte, Ana-
conda and Pacific is a subsidiary of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
Paul, and this electrification was a. trial of the high voltage d. c.
system.
ELECTRIFICATION ON THE ERIE RAILROAD 1 25
That part of the Rochester Division of the Eric Railroad
betv/een Rochester, Avon, and Mount Morris, consisting of thirty-four
25 1 Editorial, Ry. Age Gazette, Dec. 7, 1906.
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milee of single track is operated by electric traction. Single
phase alternating current at 11,000 volts is used. The power comes
from the Ontario Pov/er Company at Niagara Falls. Motor cars are
used exclusively on this line.
Among the minor electrifications of steam roads in the
United States, may be mentioned; 1 ^6 » the Michigan Central tunnel
at Detroit consisting of four miles of line or nineteen miles of
single track; the Great Northern Cascade tunnel four miles long
with six miles of single track, which is the only example of true
three phase electrification in the United States; and the Baltimore
and Ohio electrification at Baltimore, consisting of about four
miles of line with about seven miles of single track.
26 * Seley, C.A.
,
Proceedings, Western. Ry. Club, Vol. 23.
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II. OPSBATING COSTS - STEAM VEBSUS ELECTRICITY.
Outline.
Unit of measure adopted.
Motive Power expenses - steam traction:
(1) Fuel.
(2) Engineraen.
(3) Locomotive maintenance and supplies.
(4) Engine house expenses.
(5) Water.
Electric power (kilowatt hours) required per train mile.
Motive power expenses - electric traction:
(1) Power house expenses:
(a) Euel.
|b| Labor.
(c) Maintenance and supplies.
(d) Water.
(2) Locomotive expenses,
a J Motormen.
bj Maintenance and supplies,
(c) Engine house expenses.
Additional operating expenses - electric traction:
(1) Maintenance of transmission lines.
(2) Maintenance of the distribution system:
(1) Substations.
(2) Trolley wire or third rail.
(3) Railbonds.
General summary - tabulated comparison of expenses.
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Before any comparison can be made between the direct oper-
ating expenses of steam and electric traction, it is necessary to
adopt a common unit of measure for these expenses. This task is a
very difficult one for the reason that there are so many different
units in use at the present time. The following list will give an
ides of some of the different units which apply to the expense items
named:
EXPENSE UNIT OF COST
(cents per)
Steam operation:
Fuel locomotive mile
Enginemen day of 100 miles
Maintenance and supplies locomotive mile
Electric operation:
Power house expenses:
Fuel kilowatt hour output
Labor kilowatt hour output
Maintenance and supplies kilowatt hour output
Locomotive expenses:
Maintenance and supplies locomotive mile
Maintenance of transmission lines lineal mile installed
A locomotive mile may not correspond to a train mile. Even
if it does, all train miles are not the same since trains vary in
tonnage and speed, and are hauled over widely different grades and
curves.
When we consider the operating costs of electric traction,
there are still greater difficulties to be overcome before any basis
of comparison can be adopted. In order that a comparison may be
made between the operating costs of the steam locomotive per locomo-
tive or train mile, and the operating costs of the electric locomo-
tive, a part of which is given in cents per kilowatt hour, it be-
comes necessary to reduce kilowatt hours to train miles. Here we
meet one of the dangers which must be incurred in any comparison
whenever facts are lacking and it becomes necessary to resort to as-
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sumptions. The railways have hesitated to make their operating
data public because of fear that much of it would be misunderstood
and misinterpreted. We know little concerning any comparisons that
they may have made. The roads recognize that no statements v/hich
do not have to be qualified can be made. The power required per
train mile is purely a relative matter, depending on many outside
circumstances. The most satisfactory electrical unit of power for
trains is the watt hours per ton mile, but it is easier to obtain
the figures for the operating costs of steam roads in terms of loco-
motive or train miles. Results obtained by a reduction of these
figures to a ton mile basis would be uncertain; and since the final
comparison cannot in any sense be absolute, but will merely indicate
a tendency, there can be no logical objection to the use of the train
mile unit in preference to the more exact ton mile unit.
It will be well to remember the assumptions made as we
proceed. The first one is that a locomotive mile is equivalent to
a train mile.
MOTIVE POWER EXPENSES - STEAM TRACTION
Fuel
Mr. Burch gives the average number of pounds of coal re-
quired per locomotive mile for freight and passenger service, and
the average cost of this fuel per locomotive mile. 1 27 • The actual
cost of fuel per locomotive mile for all trains in Massachusetts is
given as $0.17, which Mr. Burch states can be taken as a good aver-
age figure for the entire country. If we assume that the average
cost of coal for locomotives is $2.50 per ton in the tender, and
27 1 Burch, Electric Traction for Ry. Trains, p. 83
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use his figures for pounds required per locomotive mile, (104 for
passenger, and 208 for freight service) , we get the following re-
sults:
COST FOR
Passenger service 104 x 2.50 :: #0.13 per locomotive mile
2000*
Freight service = 208 x 2.50 = $0.26 per locomotive mile
200*0"
The average of these two figures for both passenger and freight ser-
vice is $0.18 per locomotive mile, which agrees well with the figure
given above. However, it may not be exactly fair to take an arith-
metical average in this case.
There is another method by which we may attack this pro-
blem of fuel cost, and it is interesting to note how closely the re-
sults obtained, agree with those above. As this method will be used
for expenses other than fuel, it will be explained in some detail at
this point.
The Interstate Commerce Commission, in its report for
1912, entitled " Statistics of Railways in the United States," gives
a total average operating expense per train mile for all roads in
Class I (those having an annual operating revenue of $1,000,000 or
28
over). This figure is $1.6015. 1 The report also gives the per-
cent of the total operating expense which can be assigned to indiv-
idual items. By taking this percent of 1.6015, one may obtain a
figure which more or less nearly represents the average operating
expense of that item per train mile. There are some dangers to be
encountered in this method. One of them lies in the fact that these
statistics include electrically operated mileage with steam operated
mileage, and we are now examining the costs under steam operation.
28 See page 43 of this report.
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However, the proportion of electrical mileage to steam mileage is so
small, that any distortion may be considered negligible. The impor-
tant thing is that we should recognize that the figures can not be
taken absolutely. They merely indicate a tendency which, in any
specific case, may be far from the truth.
In the 1912 statistics mentioned above, item 82, Fuel for
Road Locomotives, is assigned 10.225 percent of the total operating
expenses of Class I roads. 1 29 •
10.225 % of 1.6015 = $0,164 per train mile.
The coal consumption will vary with the weight of train,
number of stops per mile, speed, temperature encountered, etc. , and
according to Mr. Burch the cost will run as high as $0.57 per train
mile, when Mallet compound locomotives used in mountain service are
considered.
Enginemen
In 1912 the engineers in Eastern territory applied for an
advance in wages. The matter was referred to a board of arbitration
which determined that a minimum wage of $4.25 in passenger service
for 100 miles or less should be established. 2 30 Fifty cents per
hour overtime was granted on a basis of an average speed of 20 miles
per hour. In freight service a minimum wage of $4.75 per 100 miles
was established. Twenty-five cents additional per day is given in
the case of local service. It is probable that without considering
overtime, the wages of engineers will vary from $4.00 to $5.00 per
100 miles, or from $0.04 to $0.05 per train mile.
In 1913 a similar arbitration case concerning the fire-
men was settled. In passenger service they were granted rates from
29 \ See p. 57, I. C.C. Statistics.
30 2 Railway Age Gazette, No v. 29, 1912 , Vol 53, No. 22, p. 1039
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$2.45 to $4.00 per day of ten hours or less or 100 miles or less.
The actual amount was to depend on the weight of the locomotive.
In freight service the rates were fixed between the limits, $2.75
31
and #4.00 per day. 1 It is probable that the wages of firemen
will vary from $3.00 to $4.00 per 100 miles, or from $0.03 to $0.04
per train mile.
The total charge due to enginemen will thus vary from
$0.07 to $0.09 per train mile.
From the I.C.C. statistics (1912) item 80, Poad Sngineraen,
is assigned 6.331 percent of the total operating expenses of Class
I roads.
6.331 % of 1.6015 $0,101 average per train mile.
This higher figure is no doubt due to the overtime, which
was not considered in the previous estimate.
Maintenance and Supplies for Locomotives
The cost of maintenance and repairs for locomotives on
roads reporting to railroad commissions, averages over $0.07 per
locomotive mile. 2 ^2 por individual roads the cost will vary con-
siderably as shown by the following table:
ROAD Cost Per
Locomotive Llile
ITew Haven $0.0793
Santa Fe .1075
New York Central .0772
Pennsylvania .1005
Chicago .Milwaukee and St. Paul .1598
Philadelphia and Reading .1078
This table shows that roads operating in mountain dis-
tricts must bear a heavy charge for locomotive repairs. The cost of
maintenance on these divisions when Mallet locomotives are used
31 I' Ry. Age Gaz. Apr. 25, 1913, Vol. 54, 'To. 17, p. 961.32 *• Burch, El. Traction for Ry. Trains, p. 83.
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sometimes runs as high as $0.57 per locomotive mile. (Burch)
Item 25, Steam Locomotives - repairs, is charged by the
Interstate Commerce Commission, with 8.333 percent of the total op-
erating expenses of Class I roads.
8.333 % of 1.6015= $0.1333 per train mile.
Lubricants and other supplies for road locomotives, items
84 and 85, are charged with .392 percent.
.392 % of 1.6015= $0.0062 per train mile.
Total charge for maintenance and supplies
$0. 1333 + $0.0062 * $0. 1395 per train mile.
Engine House Expenses
The engine house expenses on the Pennsylvania Railroad in
1910 including all divisions and all kinds of locomotives, averaged
33$0.0258 per locomotive mile. 1
Item 81, Engine House Expenses - road, is charged for all
Class I roads as follows:
1.788 % of 1.6015* $0.0286 per train mile.
Water
Mr. A. M. Wellington says that the average cost of water
supply for steam locomotives is $0,005 per train mile, 2 34 The
cost will sometimes run below this figure on lines of heavy traffic,
but it will often run as high as $0.01 per locomotive mile. On all
but roads of considerable traffic $0.01 is the safer estimate.
Mr. W. L. Webb says that the cost of water supply for lo-
comotives for the period 1894 to 1904 averaged $0. 00692 per train
mile. 3 35 •
33
J
See Proceedings N. Y. Ry. Club, Mar. 1912, Vol. 22, p. 2735.
34 * Wellington, A.M., The Economic Theory of the Location of Rail-
ways, p. 156.
35 ° Webfe, W. L. The Economics of Railway Construction, p. 110
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Hr. W. B. Potter, Chief of the Railway Department of the
General Electric Company, assumes that a four car train in suburban
service drawn by a steam locomotive, will cost for water supply
$0,005 per train mile. 1 36 *
Item 85, Water for Road Locomotives, is charged for Class
I roads as follows:
.657 % of 1.6015= $0.0105 per train mile.
At this point it will be well to form some estimate con-
cerning the number of kilowatt hours of electricity required to move
a train one mile. As pointed out previously this task is almost im-
possible if one desires absolutely dependable results
Power is generated in a plant as alternating current, and
sent out through a transmission line where some of it is lost. It
then passes, in the case of the direct current systems, thru sub-
stations to be converted from a.c. to d.c. Some of the power is
lost in this process. Then the distributing system, whether trol-
ley wire or third rail, must carry the power to the locomotive, and
in turn some of the energy is consumed in this part of the movement.
Lastly, the locomotive must change the power from electrical to
mechanical in the motors, and a part of the power is wasted in this
process. Mr. H. M. Hobart gives the following efficiencies, (ratios
of power output to power input) for a sparse service such as trunk
lines would require: 2 37 *
Efficiency
(percent)
Transmission line 95
Substations 78
Contact system 93
Train equipment 87
36 \ See Proceedings, r.Y.Ry. Club, Vol. 15, p. 118.
37 3 Hobart, H. M. Proceedings, A.I.E.E.
,
May, 1913, p. 1024.
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If the system is alternating current, no rotiry converter
substations will be needed, but the efficiency of the transformers
must be considered. Mr. C. A. Darlington gives the following ef-
ficiencies for such a system: 1 3®
Efficiency
(percent)
Transmission line 90
Step-up transformers 98.5
Step-down transformers 98
1.7o tore 85 to 90
Net efficiency about 76
The power required at the power house will be equal to
the power required at the locomotive drawbar multiplied by the pro-
per efficiencies.
Mr. Burch says that the power required by electric trains
is a function of: 2 39
(1) The weight of the cars hauled.
(2) The speed of the train.
(3) The available tractive coefficient.
(41 The character of the tractive effort.
(5) The tractive resistance per ton for
gravity, friction, and acceleration.
A general formula which is very reliable, is that the
Watt hours per ton mile R x 2
where P. is tractive resistance in pounds per ton. 3 4^ The fol-
lowing examples have been worked out to illustrate how the various
factors may affect the cost of operation. The first train (A) is a
light passenger train, such as is commonly found in suburban ser-
vice, and is taken as an example merely because the value of R for
such a train is given by Mr. Burch. 4 41 The freight train (f3) is
38 1 Darlington, F. Ry. Dept. Westinghouse Electric Co., in Pro-
ceedings Canadian Ry. Club, Vol. 10, p. 25.
39 ~ Burch, Electric Traction for Ry. Trains, p. 402.
40 ^ ibid. p. 423.
41 4 ibid. p. 413.
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nearly typical of such trains in trunk line practice. To obtain the
kilowatt hours per train mile at the locomotive, let
r-y r the value of resistance for cars in the train in lbs. per ton.
V2 » the value of resistance for the locomotive in pounds.
w 3 the watt hours per ton mile.
7/ 3 the watt hours per train mile.
P s the kilowatt hours per train mile.
Values of r^_:
(A) Assume an 8 car passenger train having a total weight of 360
tons, and running at a speed of 50 miles per hour. Such a
train will have a train resistance of 14.4 pounds per ton r^
(note 41)
(B) Assume a 50 car freight train having a total weight of 2j)00
tons, and running at a speed of 20 miles per hour, Such a
train will have a train resistance of 5.6 pounds per ton.
(note 42)
We assume in "both cases that there are no grades or curves,
and that the trains are moving in still air. When the trains
are on grades and curves, or when the wind is blowing in a
direction such that it opposes the motion of the train, or
when the speed of the train is increasing, the value of r^
will he very considerably increased.
Values of w for the train:
(A) w a ri x 2 « 14.4 x 2 « 28.8 watt hours per ton mile.
(B) w a ri x 2 • 5.6 x 2 = 11.2 watt hours per ton mile.
Values of W for the train:
(A) W 28.8 x 360 a 10368 watt hours per train mile.
(B) W = 11.2 x 2000 = 22400 watt hours per train mile.
Values of r2 :
Formula: r2 - 22.2 x tons on drivers plus .24 V2 (see note 43)
Assume a 100 ton locomotive with all the
weight on the drivers.
(A) T2 s 22.2 x 100 + .24 x 2500 s 2820 pounds.
(B) T2 = 22.2 x 100 4- .24 x 400 s 2316 pounds.
43 1% Burch, Electric Traction for Ry. Trains, p. 415
J
(A
(B
(A
(B
(A
(B
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Values of V/ for the locomotive:
W = r2 x 2 a 2820 x 2 = 5640 watt hours per train mile.
W r T2 x 2 = 2316 x 2 = 46S2 watt hours per train mile.
Values of W total
*10368 5640 a 16008 watt hours per train mile.
«t "22400 + 4632 s 27032 watt hours per train mile.
Values of P (at the locomotive drawbar)
P r 16 kilowatt hours per train mile including
the locomotive.
P = 27 kilowatt hours per train mile including the loco-
motive.
These examples show clearly what assumptions have been
necessary, and how impossible it is to state offhand, a figure that
will fit any particular case.
The kilowatt hours per train mile at the power house, are
now easily obtained by use of the efficiencies given on page twenty-
three.
For a direct current system:
(A)
(B)
(A)
(B)
16
95x.78x.93x. 87
27
= 26.7 K.W.H.
= 45.1 K.W.H.
95x.78x.93x. 87
For an alternating current system:
16 = 21.05 K.W.H.
776~
27
.76 = 35.52 K.W.H.
It is necessary to say at this point, that the fact that
an alternating current system loses less power in transmission, is
not a sufficient reason why all roads should adopt this system.
There are many other engineering problems to be considered in any
specific case. However, there are many eminent engineering author-
ities, such as Mr. Murray, and Mr. Darlington, who believe that
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eventually trunk line electrification will be by the alternating
current system.
As a check upon the above calculation of kilowatt hours
required per train mile, we have the estimate of Mr. Chas. p.
Kahler, 1 44 who, in speaking concerning a selected Western road,
gave the following watt hours per ton mile for a single phase alter-
nating current system:
Watt hours Kilowatt hours
per ton per ton
mile. mile.
Through passenger service 31 .031
Freight service (present average steam
tonnage per train
equals 1629) 25 .025
The average tonnage of the passenger trains was not
given, but in trunk line service to-day, this figure will lie be-
tween 500 and 1,000 tons (see page 9). If we use 500 tons, the Kil-
owatt hours per train mile will be:
Kilowatt hours
per train mile
Through passenger service (.031 x 500) 15.5
Freight service (.025 x 1629) 40.7
The actual kilowatt houre per train mile at the locomo-
tive on the New Haven road have been obtained by the assistance of
watt-hour meters on all locomotives. In freight service for the
months of October and November, 1914, the figures are reported as
follows: 2 45
October November
Fast freight
Eastbound 32.16 33.12
Westbound 34.99 37.63
Slow freight
Eastbound 62.32 66.82
Westbound 60.37 55.40
Local freight
Eastbound 34.18 41.12
, Westbound 35.44 36.36
44 k Proceedings A. I.E.E. May 50,1913.
45 A W.S.Murray, in the__Py.Age Gazette. Apr. 30. 1915. p. 923.
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Th e fact that an average of over sixty kilowatt hours
are required per train mile in slow freight service, meant that the
operating expenses are high, but it does not mean that this service
is unprofitable to the road. The kilowatt hours required per 1000
ton miles, are practically the same for this service, as for the
fast freight. In other words, a greater tonnage per train is hauled
in this service.
The kilowatt hours per train mile in local freight are
reasonably low, but the same figure per 1,000 ton miles is high.
Ordinarily more power will be required when stops are many and close
together. In this service the train tonnage is evidently low, and
the service really is not paying as well as the slow freight.
These apparent contradictions illustrate the danger that
ma.y lie in a careless use of statistics. It is imperative that the
final results of the comparison between the operating costs of steam
and electric traction should not be taken too absolutely.
MOTIVE POWER EXPENSES - ELECTRIC TRACTION
POWER HOUSE EXPENSES
Fuel
t 46
Mr. Darlington 1 has pointed out that the fuel econ-
omy of power plants of large capacity, which v/ork at good load fac-
tors, is greater than the economy of smaller plants. By "load fac-
tor"
,
he means the ratio of the average load to the peak or maximum
load which the plant must carry. Evidently, if the plant must run,
and by doing so gives more power to the line than can be utilized
by the trains in operation, some of the energy from the coal is
wasted. The fuel economy of a 50,000 kilowatt capacity plant, if
46 1 P. Darlington in Proceedings Canadian Ry. Club, Vol. 10, p. 18.

operated at a good load factor, will be greater than the economy of
a 1,000 kilowatt plant by the ratio of one to two or even one to
three. Costs are given in the following table:
Plant
( capacity)
kilowatt hour
50000 K. W. 1 47 2.5
1000 K. W. 1 47 6.
In existing railroad
plants, 10000 to
25000 K. W. I47
West Jersey and Seashore
Railroad in 1910.2 48 3.246
New Haven, Cos Cob Station
October 1914 3 4! 2.75
Pounds of coal Price of coal Cost of coal per
required per per ton kilowatt hour
ft 2.85
2.85
2.85
2.235
November 1914 3 49 2.78
2.75
2.74
$ .00357
.00858
.00441
.00363
.00375
.00381
Labor
The charge due to power house attendants is:
Plant
(capacity)
47
47
47
600 X. W.
6000 K. W.
Large stations, normal conditions 1 4?
Very large stations, good loac factor 1
Capacity not given ( see note 50)
St. Clair Tunnel, 2500 K.W. , load factor l&fo. 5 51
West Jersey and Seashore, 8000 K.W. in 1910 2 48
New Haven, Cos. Cob Power House 3 49
October ,1914
November, 1914
Cost of labor per
kilowatt hour output
$ .0075
.0030
.0020 to $.001
.00075
.00158
.0023
.00119
.00075
.00068
Maintenance and Supplies
The first two examples include the cost of repair labor:
47 1 « Darlington, Proceedings of Canadian Railway Club, Vol. 10. p. 18
48 Wood, Proceedings A. I. E. E. Aug. 1911, p. 1769.
49 y Murray, Railway Age Gazette, April 30, 1915, p. 924.
50 4 - Potter, Proceedings of New York Railway Club, Vol. 15, p. 116
51 w * Hall, Supt. of Tunnel, Proceedings Canadian Ry. Club, Vol. 10
p. 34.
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Plant Cost of maintenance and
(capacity) supplies per kilowatt hour
Existing railroad plants, 25% power, factor 1 52 $ •O02 to $.003
Large plants with good load factor 1 52 .001 to .0015
Capacity not given (see note 5Q,page 29) .0002
West Jersey and Seashore 2 53 .00052
New Haven, Cos Cob Power House, 3*>4
October.1914 .00045
November, 1914 .00045
Water
Figures are not so plentiful for this item. The cost,
however, is small:
Plant Cost of water per
(capacity) kilowatt hour
Not designated, (see note 51Q . Dage 29 ) & .00036
West Jersey and Seashore 2 55 .00002
New Haven, Cos Cob Power House, 3 54
October 1914 .00057
November 1914 .00017
LOCOMOTIVE EXPENSES
Motormen
The wages of motormen in the past, have been consider-
ably lower than the wages of steam locomotive enginemen and firemen.
In 1906 the New York Central paid its motormen $3.60 per day of ten
hours, and helpers .$2.00 per day of ten hours. 4 55 The mileage was
not given, but all authorities are agreed that electric locomotives
will make more mileage per day under average conditions, than the
steam locomotive. (See page seven for the present performance on
the New Haven road). If the electric locomotives make an average of
250 miles per day, the cost will run about $ .0224 per locomotive
mile.
52 see note 47.
53 2 * see note 48.
54 3 * see note 49.
55 • Railway Age Gazette, August 10, 1906, t>. 183
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At this same time the wages of mo to men on the West
Jersey and Seashore road were $4.30 per day, or $0.02 per mile. 1 5^
These figures are undoubtedly low. The electric locomo-
tive enginemen have made, and are making a determined fight to have
their wages put on a par with the wages of the steam locomotive en-
ginemen. In any estimate for the future, it is unsafe to place a
lower figure on the wages of motormen than on the wages of steam
locomotive engineers. It is not absolutely necessary to have two
men on an electric locomotive, and in the past, some roads have em-
ployed only one, but the force of full crew laws, and the added safe-
ty make it unlikely that such a practice will become common.
The operating expense of the Mew Haven road during Oct-
ober and November, 1914, for enginemen, was such as to prove the
statements of the preceding paragraph. 2 57 The following table
gives the figures:
The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad
Operating Costs for Itoginemen
October and November
1914
Trains hauled by Locomotive
Cost per train mile
Cost per locomotive mile
Multiple unit trains
Cost per train mile
Cost per motor car mile
October
$ .0837
.052
.052
.0351
November
.0881
.0541
.0517
.0356
Locomotive Maintenance and Supplies .
Mr. Burch gives the following reasons why this charge
for electric locomotives should be less than for steam locomotives:
•z 58
.
56 lm Railway Age Gazette, July 27, 1906. p. 122.
57 2' see note 49 «
58 ' Burch, Electric Traction for Ry. Trains, p. 278.
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(l) The equipment is simple.
2) Depreciation is slow,
j Mechanical friction is low.
4) Cleaning and inspection work is decreased.
5) Coal and water tenders are eliminated.
6) Fewer units are required for the same service.
Other facts which must be borne in mind are that elec-
tricity is really not so much a power as it is a means for the trans-
mission of power, and that the electric locomotive is not a generatoi
of power. The steam locomotive is both power plant and motor unit
combined.
The following is a table of maintenance costs for elec-
tric locomotives:
Unit Cost per locomotive mile
New York Central locomotives
Year 1908 1 59 $ .046
Year 1909 1 °? - 051
Year 1911 2 60 .03
Pennsylvania articulated passenger
locomotives
Year 1910 after one year of service 3 e1, .067
New Haven locomotives
Year 1908 1 59 .055
Year 1909 1 H .128
Year 1910 1 2* .066
Year 1914 3 &1
October .1059
November . 1003
Same
October (cost per train milej $.1661
November (cost per train mile) .1605
The high charges on the New Haven road for the months
of October and November, 1914, are not strictly comparable with the
other figures. At this time all of the passenger engines were
undergoing general repairs, and many of them had not been in the
59 ** ibid.
,
page 280.
60 Z* Katte, Proceedings N. Y. Ry. Club, Vol. 22, p. 2749.
61 3 * Murray, Ry. Age Gazette, Apr. 30, 1915, p. 927
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shop for this purpose since 1907. Some of the locomotives had made
as high ae 350,000 miles during these seven years. Since the re-
pairs were made, locomotive No. 032 has operated 93,140 miles at an
average cost of $.036 per locomotive mile.
Engine House Expense s
Few reports are given concerning engine house expenses
for electric locomotives. This charge in the average case is negli-
gible. The electric locomotive does not require coaling, watering,
ashpit facilities, or boiler washing. About the only thing that
needs to be done in the engine house is inspection, which is compar-
atively simple.
On the ITew Haven road, the engine house expenses for the
months of October and November, 1914, averaged as follows: 1 ^2
Cost per train mile (average) $.0053
Cost per locomotive mile (average) . 00335
ADDITIONAL OPERATING EXPENSES - ELECTRIC TRACTION
Not all of the operating expenses of steam and electric
traction are considered in this thesis. Electrification is such a
new project, that very little is known concerning depreciation. In-
terest on the capital investment can not be determined when little
is known concerning first costs. As a rule the roads are very jeal-
ous of their figures concerning the increased capital investment due
to electrification.
For the present purpose, only those direct expenses
which are due to the physical operation have been touched upon. It
may be that in some few instances depreciation has crept into the
62 x ' see note 61.
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data, because of the different standards of different roads, but any
such discrepancies are minor in importance.
Few attempts have been made to classify the costs of
maintenance of transmission lines and distributing systems with the
other operating expenses, such as locomotive repairs. However, in
the consideration of any specific example, comparison betv/een steam
and electric traction will be unsound if these expenses are omitted.
The electric train could not operate without the transmitting and
distributing lines. The function of the transmi ssion line is to
carry the electric power from the power house to the substations or
the step-down transformers. In a direct current installation the
distribution system consists of a trolley or third rail to carry the
power from the substation to the locomotive.
Another operating expense which is directly affected by
the substitution of electric for steam power, is the maintenance of
roadway. Actual figures are difficult to obtain, and have not been
included in this set, but it will be well to remember that this ex-
pense may be considerably smaller with electric than with steam
traction. 1 65 •
Haintenance of Transmission Lines
Figures for this expense are few, and when given are per
lineal mile of line. It is hopeless to try to reduce this expense
to a train mile basis with any degree of certainty. On the West
Jersey and Seashore road, in 1910 the cost v/as $49.19 per lineal mile,
or a total of $3,444.57. 2 64 - The total car miles were 4,552,532,
and the average number of cars per train were 3.518. From these fig-
63 Burch, Klectric Traction for Ry. Trains, p. 103.
64 2 - Wood, Proceedings A.I.E.E., Aug. 1911. p. 1770.
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ures the total train miles for the year were 1,294,066, and the
maintenance cost:
3444.57 ji
1294068' = •N' 002 ** per train mile.
This service is a very dense, suburban service, and in
trunk line practice such a small average number of cars per train
is unusual. It is probable that the charge for maintenance of
transmission lines per train mile of average steam trunk line ser-
vice would run higher than the above figure.
Maintenance of the Distribution System
The maintenance cost for substations is given by Mr.
Potter as $> .0006 per kilowatt hour. 1 65 This charge on the \ rest
Jersey and Seashore was $.00108 per kilowatt hour for eight stations
in 1910. (note 64)
On this same road the maintenance of 9.5 miles of over-
head trolley cost $4895.16, and the maintenance of the third rail
over the remainder of the system cost #10,864.13. This trolley wire
is in the city of Camden, and the great majority of the trains run
from Camden to Atlantic City. Therefore, the proportion of overhead
trolley is about 9.5 , and
69
9.5 x 1,294,068 = 178,000 train miles under trolley. 2 &£>
69
Since some trains do not leave Camden, but run on the Millville
branch, the train mileage under trolley is probably nearer 170,000
than 178,000.
1,294,068 - 170,000 * 1,124,068 train miles over third rail.
Under these assumptions the charge for,
65 J' Proceedings 1T.Y. Ry. Club. Vol. 15. p. 116.66 Information from Professor Buck.
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Third rail maintenance: jiSSfegB = $.00967 per train mile.11*3 06 8
Trolley maintenance: ^89506
_ $>02Q8 per train mlle>
Ur. Y/ood said that the maintenance charge for the trol-
ley was exceptionally high.
The running- track bonding cost $16.69 per mile for main-
tenance, or a total of $2,445.72.
§§|y! = # .0019 per train mile
The following table summarizes the points which have
been brought out in this chapter on operating expenses. There are
several considerations which must be borne in mind by any one who
desires to criticize the results. In the first place the table is
not intended to show the operating results that have been obtained
on any one steam road or electrification. The figures have been ob-
tained from a variety of sources, and cannot be applied to any par-
ticular case. In the second place, these figures could not be used
as a basis for estimate concerning the possible saving or loss due
to a substitution of electric for steam power on any proposed elec-
trification. There are many considerations v/hich have not been
touched that will affect the success of any given project. It is
possible that electric operation may cost more than steam operation,
and at the same time the road may make money by the change. A pos-
sible increase in traffic must be estimated. Competent engineers
should be consulted in all cases, and success is far from certain.
The figures given below are intended to show a possible
variation in direct operating expenses, and may serve to correct some
erroneous notions such as the idea that the substitution of electric
for steam power will always result in a saving in operating expenses
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aside from fixed charges. It seems to be generally admitted that a
saving of about fifty percent in fuel cost will result from electri-
fication, ^ven here, to be correct in the statement, we must care-
fully consider the density of traffic. It also appears that a con-
siderable saving is likely to result in the matter of locomotive re-
pairs. The advocates of electrification have made much of this
point. The table shows that the charge to locomotive repairs is
only a small proportion of the total, and that any statement that
electrification is feasible because large savings will result in
this item, is not at once apparent.
A high, low, and average figure is given for each item.
These figures, however, are not intended to represent the absolute
upper and lower limits. The average figure may be far from the true
average. Such a small amount of data has been used in the prepara-
tion of this table that it can be said to represent only a rough es-
timate. The table shows possibilities and that is all that it does
show.
It is quite conceivable that a road operating under con-
ditions such that its expenses will fall in the high column under
8 team traction, may be able to operate under conditions such that
its expenses will fall in the low columns under electric traction.
It is also conceivable that the low column for steam traction might
be compared with the high columns for electric traction.
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III. OPERATING ADVANTAGES - STEAM VERSUS ELECTRICITY.
Outline
The test of time.
Standardized locomotives.
Steam operation a unit operation
Advantages of electric traction:
(1) High tractive power combined with
high speed.
(2) High acceleration - increased capa-
city for terminals, yards, and
crowded main lines.
(3) Possibilities of multiple-unit
motor car trains.
(4) Dependability.
(5) Reduced lay-over time in terminals.
(6) Clean operation.
Some disadvantages of electric traction.
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If we were to judge the desirability of railway electri-
fication solely upon the operating costs, we should form some en-
tirely erroneous opinions. It has already "been stated that there
are at present in the United States, no working examples of aver-
age trunk line electrification, which have been undertaken pri-
marily with the idea of saving in operating expenses. There are
many other reasons why it may pay a road to electrify.
However, there are also many excellent reasons why the
electric locomotive has not replaced the steam locomotive as the
standard. The application of electric power to industry has in
a large measure been dependent upon the development of steam power.
The latter has preceded the former. The steam locomotive has been
proved a success and has stood the test of time. The electric lo-
comotive is now in a stage of development. It has also been proved
practicable, but railway officials are slow to adopt something new
unless there is a clear case in favor of that thing. There is no
doubt but that the extravagant claims of some promoters of electri-
fication have done more harm than good.
Steam locomotives have a great advantage in the fact
that they are all of a standard design, at least to such an ex-
tent that one engine will work eaually well on different roads of
standard gauge track. Cars and locomotives are often purchased
through trust companies. A fixed sum is paid annually until the
indebtedness is wiped out. The title to the locomotives remains
in the trust company. If the road fails to make the payments when
due, the company can reclaim the locomotives and rent them to some
other road. By this method of investment, the amount of ready
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capital required is considerably reduced. Before electric locomo-
tive trust certificates will be accepted, it will be necessary to
develop a standard design of electric locomotive.
One thing which appears to be in favor of steam traction,
is the fact that each steam drawn train is a separate unit in itself.
A breakdown will not hamper the other trains on other divisions or
tracks. With electric traction it is necessary to duplicate all
units in the power house, or run the risk that the whole road may
be tied up by a failure of power.
ADVANTAGES OE ELECTRIC TRACTION
Where the traffic is sufficiently dense to warrant the
use of electric power at a good load factor, electric traction has
certain definite advantages over its steam rival. These advantages
are more likely to appear in city terminals, on mountain grades, or
in long, single track tunnels. Some of them will be briefly described
Tractive Power and Speed
The speed at which a steam locomotive can develop its
maximum tractive power is limited by the capacity of the boiler to
supply steam. As the speed increases the engineer must cut down the
valve stroke and admit less steam to the cylinders. An electric lo-
comotive is not hampered by this necessity. . It has the larger and
more efficient boilers of the power plant back of it, and these do
not have to be hauled around by a part of the generated pov/er.
Therefore, the speed at which an electric locomotive can maintain
its maximum tractive power is considerably higher than the speed at
which the steam locomotive performs at its maximum. The following
table will give some idea of the possible range of tractive power
and speed of steam and electric locomotives. it is also notable
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that the electric locomotives of equal capacity and tractive power,
weigh considerably less than their steam rivals. In the electric
locomotive it is often possible to place all of the weight on the
drive wheels.
Locomotive
(Steam or Electric)
Steam - freight
Electric (note 1)
Steam - Mallet
67
Electric - 8 motors
(note 1) 67
#Steam - Mallet
#Electric (Note 2) 68
Weight
( tons)
165
100
250
100
350
150
Electric
fi7
not given
Electric - 8 motors 1 not given
Electric for C.M.&St.P 260
Tractive effort
(pounds)
25600
25600
to haul a 330 ton train
on a 2.2 percent grade
to haul an 800 ton train
on a 2.2 percent grade
70000
70000
56800
113600
120000
Speed
(miles per
hour)
15
37
15
15
10
20-25
23
23
start
^Tractive power loss for each one percent increase of grade:
Steam locomotive 10 percent.
Electric locomotive 4.3 percent.
Mr. A. H. Armstrong 3 69 gives the following table of
Haulage Capacity at Various Speeds
Speed
(miles per hour)
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
Steam drag
( tons)
1450
1140
850
650
530
430
360
Electric drag
( tons)
1380
1380
1380
1380
1380
1380
620
67 I' 7/hitehead, J. 3., in Popular Science Monthly, Mar. 1909.
68 ?* Katte. Proceedings of N.Y.Ry. Club, Vol. 22, p. 2750.
69 * see Street Hy. Journal, May 1905.
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High Acceleration with Increased Terminal Capaci ty
In many cases the acceleration which it is possible to use
with electrically drawn trains is limited only by the physical com-
fort of the passengers or the strength of the drawbars. Mr. J. B.
Whitehead, Professor in John Hopkins University, said that in the
tunnels to the Grand Central Station in ITew York City, the steam
trains had required a three minute headway, which limited the traf-
fic to forty trains per hour each way. Electric operation requires
a two minute headway or less, and the station capacity is increased
more than fifty percent. 1 7 ^
Another example of increased capacity of line due to elec-
trification and higher acceleration is found in the New York elevat-
ed lines. These trains are composed of multiple-unit motor cars,
and the full advantage of electric acceleration is obtained. With-
in three years after the substitution of steam for electricity on
this system, the capacity of these lines in car miles per day, was
70increased thirty three and one third percent. 1
Possibilities of the Multiple - Unit Control
Multiple-unit control motor cars have been mentioned a
number of times. A train composed of these cars is different from
a steam train in many respects. In the former each car has motors
on its trucks, and the total weight of the train is utilized for ad-
hesion to the rail 8. The average steam locomotive cannot exert a
pull which is greater than twenty-five percent of the weight carried
on its drivers. The weight of the cars does not aid its grip on the
rails. This fact is true concerning electric locomotives as well.
70 see note 67.
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The problem presented to those who realized this fact and were try-
ing to solve the difficulty by the substitution of motor car trains
for locomotives and trailing cars, was how to control all of the
cars in the train as one. The problem was solved by the invention
of the multiple-unit control system, in which the motcrman in the
head car controls all motors under all cars. By the use of multi-
ple-unit motor cars, the drawbar pull per ton of train may be in-
creased 2.5 to 4.5 times that for steam traction, and the rate of
7
1
acceleration is very high. 1 fA
Dependability
All doubt concerning the dependability of electric trac-
tion has been removed. Former President McCrea of the Long Island
Railroad, said that in five years of operation on that line, there
had been only one serious delay, and that that one was due to an ex-
plosion in a defective gas main. He classified motor failures as
"nothing". 2 72
On the Hew Haven road Mr. Murray made calculations to
determine how far a train would go before it would be detained three
minutes if it had a delay rate equal to the average delay rate of
all trains operating during the month of November, 1909. He found
that the train would go from New York to San Francisco and back
eleven times. 3 7^
The record of the Pennsylvania in 1911 is also noteworthy.
The locomotive miles per detention were 35000, and the average time
lost per detention was 6.8 minutes. 4 74
71 see note 67 .
72 i' Proceedings of New York Ry. Club, Vol. 21, p. 2354.
73 y ibid. p. 2378.
74 4 - ibid. Vol. 22, p. 2737.
9 Id oiq BtSX
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On the l Tew York Central in 1911, the electric locomotives
caused 337 train minute delays, and the transmission lines caused
2,173 train minute delays, which were two thirds of all the power
troubles. The average number of miles per minute of detention due
to all causes connected with electric operation, were twelve hundred.
i 75 -
It is interesting to compare the figures for 1914 with
those given above. In 1914 the multiple-unit train miles per deten-
tion, were 51000, and 22.000 locomotive miles were run per detention.
The number of train minute delays charged to various causes were as
follows. 2 76
Transmission lines 535 train minute delays
Third rail 244 train minute delays
Substations 25 train minute delays
Power House train minute delays
Reduced Lay-over Time in Terminals
For every ten hour steam locomotive run, five hours must
be allowed at the end for boiler washing and other round house at-
tention. One third of the time is not available for earning divi-
dends. All boiler delays (the largest part of the delays) are lack-
ing in the electric locomotive. These work practically all of the
time. Only a very little time is required for locomotive cleaning
and for running repairs. 3 ^
Mr. A. H. Armstrong says that a steam locomotive needs
inspection every 100 to 150 miles, whereas the Hew York Central road
inspects its electric locomotives about every 1300 miles.
75 Katte, Proceedings of New York Railway Club, Vol. 22, p. 2749.
76 ~* Railway Age Gazette, Mar. 15, 1915.
77 3 * see editorial in above magazine, Mar. 30, 1906, p. 573.
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Clean Operation
The absence of smoke, dirt, and cinders is not one of
the least operating advantages of electric traction. This advantage
is another reason why electric traction is especially suited to long
tunnels in mountain or terminal districts.
Some Disadvantages of Electric Traction
Perhaps the most serious disadvantage of electric trac-
tion to-day in its effort to displace the steam locomotive, is the
fact that the advocates of electrification are not united in their
opinions concerning the best system to be used. In any given case
a decision must be reached as to whether direct or alternating cur-
rent should be used. Then there is the problem concerning the use
of a third rail or trolley. Lastly the kind and type of locomotive
must be determined. It is small wonder that many roads hesitate to
electrify when time may prove that the wrong system was adopted.
Accidents to transmission lines are one of the most ser-
ious menaces to the continuous operation of electric railroads.
The figures for the TTew York Central given on page forty-five are
suggestive.
Another disadvantage is the danger to life from overhead
conductors or third rail, especially in crowded yards. However, it
may be said that this danger is rapidly being removed.
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IHCREASE OF INVESTMENT DUE TO ELECTRIFICATION.
Outline
Installation of power £>lants.
Installation of transmission lines, sub-
stations, and trolley or third rail.
Change of tractive units.
Summary - cost per mile.
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The actual costsof completed electrifications are very
difficult to obtain. Ut. Burch 6ays that data on such costs is
usually kept behind "stone walls". Some idea of the probable cost
can be gained from the preliminary estimates.
In any electrification there are a number of separate
units of cost which must be considered. We will suppose that the
road is in operation with steam locomotives, and that therefore no
roadway costs will result from the change. The separate unite will
be taken up in a somewhat arbitrary order.
Installation of Power Plants
The cost of a power plant depends upon its size, and the
size depends upon the maximum load which the plant may be required
to carry. It has already been stated in connection with fuel cost
that the matter of power plant efficiency is greatly in favor of
large plants as compared with small ones. This advantage is espec-
ially noticeable when steam power is used. The load factor in
plants for heavy railroad operation is 20 to 35 percent. 1 78
This low load factor means that the average load on the
plant is only about one fourth of the capacity load which determines
the cost of the installation. The figures given by good authorities
are as follows:
Authority Cost per kilowatt
capacity
Stillwell 2 7 9 $ 130 to $ 150
Murray 3 tiU 90 to 110
Wood 4 81 (W.J. & S.S. 8000 K.W. ) 124.36
78 £ Proceedings Canadian Ry. Club, vol. 10, p. 17
79 * Railway Age Gazette, Jan. 6, 1905, p. 12.
80 * Proceedings of A.I.E.E. Apr. 1911, p. 772.
81 4 ibid. p. 1767.
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The total power station cost on the New Haven road es-
timated to 1911 was #1,200,000. 1 82 If we divide this amount by
the number of route miles electrified (seventy three),
1200000
jjTj— = $ 16450 per mile.
The West Jersey and Seashore plant has cost,
$ 124.36 x 8000 = $994,880.
Since there are about seventy-five route miles, the cost
has been
994880 4—
— • $ 13265 per mile.
Installation of
Transmi ssion Lines
Substations, and Trolley or Third Hail
The cost of "line construction", which in this case in-
cludes both transmission line and trolley, is given by Mr. Murray
as follows: 2 83
One Track $ 4,000 to $ 7,000 per mile.
Two Tracks 8,000 to 15,000 per mile.
Four Tracks 25,000 to 40,000 per mile.
Six Tracks 40,000 to ,60,000 per mile.
This table is presumably for an alternating current sys-
tem such as the New Haven. No substations are required. The vari-
ation in cost is due to the standard adopted.
The figures for the West Jersey and Seashore Railroad
OA
are as follows: 3 °*
Transmission line $3,485 per mile.
Substations ($28.90 per kilowatt)
total cost: $491,560 for 75 miles a 6,554 per mile.
Third rail 4,235 per mile.
Overhead trolley 4,120 per mile.
Track bonding 684 per mile.
82 J' Burch, Electric Traction for Ry. Trains, p. 516.
83 *• Proceedings, A.I.E.E.
,
April 1911, p. 773.
84 5 - ibid. Aug. 1911, p. 1767, figures by Wood.
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Change of Tractive Units
There are two qualifying circumstances which must be con-
sidered when electric locomotives replace steam locomotives: (1) a
less number of electric locomotives will do the same work; and (2)
the steam locomotives released can be used on other lines, and the
actual cost of replacement is diminished by this amount. The smalle
number of electric locomotives does the same work that a larger
number of steam locomotives does, because the former easily make
more mileage per day.
Electric locomotives cost from $20,000 to $40,000 apiece,
according to Mr. Darlington of the v/estinghouse Company. 1 85 The
cost of a steam locomotive for the purpose of comparison can be
placed at if15, 000 to $20,000.
Mr. Murray says that the cost of passenger, road, and
switching type electric locomotives, varies from $25,000 to £45,000
per unit. 2 86
Mr. A. H. Babcock, Electrical Engineer in the service of
the Southern Pacific Railway, estimated the cost of the proposed
electrification of the Tehachapi Pass in 1913. 3 87 This section
is 67.8 miles long, and there is a maximum of twelve freights east,
and eight west per day. Seven regular passenger trains pass each
way over the section every day. The estimated charge for electric
locomotives was as follows:
Eorty seven, 2400 volt d. c. freight units® $35,000 • $1,645,000
Eleven 2400 volt d.c. passenger units 40,000 = 440 .000
Total = 2,085,000
Credit by steam locomotives released 1 ,464 , 900
Net cost of electric tractive units 620,100
85 Proceedings of the Canadian Railway Club, Vol. 10, p. 31.
86 2. proceedings of A.I.E.E.
,
Apr. 1911, p. 773.
87 3 - ibid., Sept. 1913, p. 1789.
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Gumraary - Total cos t per mile .
Item A possible cost
per route mile.
Power station 15,000
Transmission lines, Substations,
and Trolley or Third Rail 15,000
Tractive units 10.000
Total 40,000
The Hew Haven electrification had cost to 1911, for
twenty-two miles, approximately $5,000,000, or about .^227,000 per
o o
route mile. 1
The New York Central Terminal to date has cost something
like $120,000,000, 2 89 or about $3,530,000 per route mile.
These figures for the New Haven and the New York Central
do not correctly represent the charge that should be made to elec-
trification. They include the cost of extensive terminal improve-
ment, which would not be necessary in any general trunk line pro-
ject. The New York Central figures undoubtedly include much of the
cost of the new passenger station in Hew York City. In addition,
one must remember that both roads have a four or six track route.
The actual cost (not including any power plants or
transmission lines) on the Butte, Anaconda, and Pacific road has
been #1,201,000 for 25.7 miles of line, or about #46,730 per route
mile. 3 90 •
The net estimated first cost for the proposed Southern
Pacific (Tehachapi Pass) electrification was $5,707,700 for 67.8
miles of line, or about $84,164 per route mile. 4 91 •
ee * Burch, Electric Traction for Railway Trains, p. 516.
89 ^* Katte, in Ry. Age Gazette, Mar. 17, 1915, p. 548.
90 Cox, in Ry. Age Gazette, Dec. 25, 1914, p. 1193.
92. * Babcock, in Proceedings, A.I.E.E., Sept. 1913, p. 1785.
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The electrification of the West Jersey and Seashore road
cost $3,943,820 or about $52,584 per route mile. 2 90
The possible cost of $40,000 per route mile given in the
first of this section is probably a low estimate for short lines.
1 *° Burch, Electric Traction for Railway Trains, p. 516.
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V. CONCLUSIONS - ADVISABILITY OP STEAM ROADS
ADOPTING ELKCTRIC TRACTION
ON MAIN LINES.
Outline
Opinions of:
Mr. Darlington.
Mr. Murray.
Mr. Harahan.
Vfriy some roads do not electrify - experience
of the Southern Pacific with its Tehachapi
Pass project.
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Should steam roads electrify? This is a question which
many people are asking. The majority of these people know very
little concerning the many influences and conditions which must be
considered before even a qualified answer can be given. Pollowing
are the words of prominent railway men in authority.
93
] r. F. Darlington: 1 "Much valuable practical exper-
ience in the cost of heavy trunk line operation by electric power
has been gained from American railroads, but it is manifestly un-
reasonable to expect them to show economy of operation and pay fixed
charges on the investment.
"The failure of electrification to show a profit under
such conditions (referring to the New York Terminal) is not an in-
dication of poor economy of electrical operation, but is due to very
unfavorable and costly operating conditions for any kind of motive
power.
"None of the practical applications to trunk line opera-
tion in America have been such as to realize the conditions that are
most favorable for superior economy by electric power. It is fairly
established by practice that operation of heavy trains by electric
power, saves large sums in locomotive repairs and approximately one-
half of the fuel as compared with steam locomotive operation. Fuel
saving by electric operation is only realized to the best advantage
where electric power for railroads is put out from generating sta-
tions working at good load factors; and, as already explained, this
is only realized to the fullest extent from a 'diversity of service
93 * p. Darlington, Proceedings, Canadian Ry. Club , Vol. 10
,
p. 21.

and large generating stations.
"Transmission lines to "be economical should carry power
in large quantities for great distances - 100 to 200 miles. vhen
the country is netted with such transmission lines supplying power
for all commercial purposes, the railroads will purchase such power
as they now purchase coal. The power will be very economical for it
will be generated in very large plants at good load factors. Roads
will not be confronted with the problem of going into the central
station power business. The erection of electric conductors along
the right of way, and the purchase of electric motive power appara-
tus will become a comparatively simple matter.
'•When we electrify, we have got to save enough money to
pay the increased fixed charges due to increased cost, and have
something left for the sinking fund and profit, else we do not want
electric power."
Mr. W. S. Murray: 1 94 "In general, from an electrical
operating standpoint, it may be stated that for trunk line proper-
ties, where a considerable density of traffic is involved, there
will be shown a considerable debit in the department of maintenance
of way and structures; while in the department of maintenance of
equipment and transportation expenses a large credit, if the proper
system is selected, may accrue. .The balance between the debit and
credit columns, furnishes the ground upon which it may be said it
is either a good or bad investment for the railroad company to elec-
trify; and yet even though the direct returns prove unsatisfactory,
it does not follow that the investment is a bad one if considered
from a broader standpoint of general policy."
94 1 - W. S. Hurray in Proceedings, A. I.E.B. Apr. 1911, p. 773
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95
Mr. W, J. Harahan: 1 "There seems to be ordina rily , a
saving in operating costs "by the use of elecricity. The governing
trouble, however, seems to "be that the capital necessary to provide
electrical installation is so great that the saving in operating
costs is not sufficient to pay the interest on the money involved.
As a general proposition, the electrification of a line of rail-
road, means such a large cost per mile that it forms a very large
proportion of the original cost of the railroad."
These men have stated the theory. A good example showing
how the theory may work out in practice is found in the proposed
electrification of the Tehachapi Pass on the Southern Pacific
System. As mentioned previously, Mr. A. H. Babcock was the electri-
cal engineer in charge of the estimate of operating costs, which
for electric power generated in a steam power plant was as follows:
2 96.
Yearly Operating Expenses
Expense Items: Steam Electric
Operation Operation
Substation labor and supplies £59,700
Power house labor and supplies 84,780
Transmission and contact maintenance 36 576
Maintenance of way as affected by
locomotives $126,890 85,285
Locomotive repairs 270,990 70,701
Locomotive enginemen (passenger) 48,300 29,100
Fuel 240.852 100.530
Totals 687 ,032 464,672
Bond interest (4 1/2 % on the
increased investment) 256,847
ITet loss due to an electrification 34j487
721,519 721,519
Mr, Babcock states further that the net loss is so small
that it might easily be wiped out by a slight change in the assump-
95 x ' W. J. Harahan, Chairman of Electrical Committee, in Proceedings
tf.Y.Ry. Club, Vol. 22, p. 2731.
96 2 - Proceedings A.I.E.E. Sept., 1913, p. 1790.
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tions. However, no account v/as taken of taxes and depreciation.
Estimating: these at five percent of the net investment (see figures
under section IV - Summary ) the total loss per year due to electri-
fication will look something like this:
$ 34,487Operating loss per year
Taxes and depreciation 285 ,000
Total loss per year 319,487
It is needless to say that the Tehachapi Pass has not
been electrified.
In conclusion, it may be said that the greatest opportuni-
ties for the advantageous application of electric traction to steam
roads are found on: 1 97
(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
6
7
(8
(9
(10
(11
(12
Roads of dense, traffic with frequent light or heavy
trains.
Roads which are worked up to their track capacity.
Locations where cheap water power or coal or gas is
available.
Roads which use large quantities of high priced coal.
Roads where the water supply for locomotives is bad
or expensive.
Roads with light bridges or structural limitations.
Branch roads when electric power is used on the main
line.
Parallel roads already built to obtain and retain
new traffic.
New lines, to prevent competition or to lower rates.
Situations where the power can be used for other
purposes than traction, and a high load factor of
the power station maintained.
Terminal railways to reduce the number of train move-
ments required for a given terminal or suburban
service.
Roads which can carry out electrification on a large
scale.
Many other factors must be considered. Success is not
certain in any one of the above examples. Mr. Burch says, 1 s ^ "Im-
practicable cases, when analyzed, are generally shown to be those
97 1 * Burch, Electric Traction for Ry. Trains, p. 500.
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wherein the investment for the large electrical equipment cannot
be used regularly* Railroads must have 10 trains each way per
day or haul 1,000,000 ton-miles daily, per 100-mile division, befor
electrification is practical."
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